In this paper we present a power dissipation model considering the charging/discharging of 
Introduction
Recently, due to the advance of integrated circuit technologies, it is possible to integrate several millions of transistors into a small chip area with high performance. However, power consumption problem rises owing to the increased circuit density and speed. Higher power consumption may reduce circuit reliability, shorten the life time and thus require extra device to remove heat. Therefore, low power dissipation has become more important in the modem integrated circuits design. For a low power design environment, an accurate and efficient power estimator is necessary. A direct, simple and accurate approach for estimating power is to use SPICE simulator; however, it becomes inefficient for large circuits. Recently, some researchers have proposed several efficient power estimation methods for CMOS combinational circuits [l-51. However, they do not know how accurate they are because the authors didn't Permission to mpy without fee all or paa of this material is gran@, pmvided that the mpiea a n not made or Whtd for dksd " d ahantage, the ACM copyright tie and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is given that mpying is by p m k i o n &,the Assoa'ation for Compuiing Machinery. To copy othemk, or to rep&& rquim a fee and/or spedfic &on.
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compare the experimental results to the exact SPICE simulation.
Most of the power estimation methods except [23 are based on a simple power dissipation model which only consider the charging/discharging of the gate output capacitance, but ignore the power consumption of gate intemal nodes. In [2] , Tsui et al. have considered the power contribution of gate internal nodes, but they neglected the input temporal correlation. In our experience, for considering the input temporal correlation, if the contribution of internal nodes is neglected, the power consumption will be underestimated by about 10% to 20% in average. In addition to intemal node, the power consumption of coupling capacitance, which distribute between gate and source/drain terminals of MOS transistor (C,,, Cgd), is usually ignored too. If the input signals have transitions, the output and internal nodes may produce signal overshoots or undershoots which would affect the power consumption. We refer to this as capacitance feedthrough effect. Obviously, the estimation may be inaccurate if we ignore the contribution of internal nodes and capacitive coupling. In this paper, we propose a power dissipation model considering not only the charging and discharging of both output and internal capacitances but also the capacitance feedthrough effect.
Based on the power dissipation model above, we propose a Cell-Based Power Estimation (CBPE) method to estimate the power dissipation of a CMOS combinational circuit. In our approach, we first construct the modified state transition graphs called STGPEs to model the power consumption behavior for each gate in cell library. Next, for a circuit network, given the input signal probabilities and transition densities, we estimate the signal probabilities and transition densities for each node by using logic simulation. For each gate, based on the input characteristics estimated above, we present an efficient method to estimate the edge activity number of the corresponding STGPE. Finally, the total energy consumption of a gate can be estimated by summing the energy consumption of each edge in the corresponding STGPE.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we define the signal probability and transition density. In section 3, we propose a graph called STGPE to model the power consumption behavior of a gate. An efficient method for estimating the edge activity number of STGPE is presented in section 4. Experimental results as well as the exact SPICE simulation are presented in section 5 . Finally, conclusions are drawn in section 6.
Preliminaries
Let r ( t ) , t E(--, m), be a s t r i c t -s e n s e stationary (SSS) and mean-ergodic process [4] [7] that transitions between its 0 and 1 values at random transition times with zero rise and fall times. Such a process is called a SSS mean-ergodic 0-1 process. A logic signal x(t) can be thought of as a sample of a SSS mean-ergodic 0-1 process x(t). In this paper, we assume that the primary input processes are SSS meanergodic 0-1 processes and mutually independent.
In [4], ,Najm has presented two continuous time probabilistic measures, equilibrium probability and transition density. In this section, we redefine these probabilistic measures from discrete time point of view. In the following, we assume the combinational circuit is a synchronous digital system controlled by a global clock with cycle time Tcycle. To capture the glitches exactly in general gate delay circuits, we assume T,d is the smallest gate delay in the circuit, and divide the clock period into S = Tcycie/Tsd slots.
The signal probability [l] of an input X i being one at a given time, denoted as pione, is given by
where N is the total number of global clock cycles and xi(k) is the value of input xi during the interval of time instances k and k + I . Similarly, the probability that xi is zero at a given time, denoted as pizero, is pizero = 1 -The transition probabilities [l] of x i for the transition 0->0, 0->1, I -> @ and 1->1 can be denoted by pioo, pio1, pilo, and pi1', respectively, where for example pilo is defined by:
The other transition probabilities follow similarly. It is easy to verify that ppo+piO'+pi'o+pi" = 1 (3)
(4)
( 5 ) There is another switching activity measure called transition density [4] , denoted by D i for signal xi, which is defined as follows:
In general, for a digital signal, the 0->1 transition number are equal to the I -> O transition number. That means p p l is equal to p i l o and Di is twice that of p p 1 or p i z 0 . Thus, it is well to know that only two parameters pione and D i are needed to determine the characteristics of signal X i .
Our power dissipation model
There are three major sources of power dissipation in CMOS circuits: the charging/discharging of capacitance load, the direct-path short circuit current and leakage current. The first two terms are due to the input signal transitions, which are usually called dynamic power dissipation. The last term is determined by fabrication technology and is referred to as stutic power dissipation. In the following section, we shall present a power dissipation model which contains all of these sources.
Power dissipation of internal nodes and capacitance feedthrough effect
For a logic gate, the internal capacitance may be charged and discharged without changing the output state. For instance, in Fig. 1 the input is changing from 10 ( t i ) to 01 (t2) while the output remains unchanged. Although the output remains unchanged, the internal capacitance Cinr is charged at 11 and discharged at t2. Obviously, ignoring this effect would underestimate the power dissipation. Moreover, it is worthy of noting that the input signal transitions may directly affect the chargingklischarging of output and internal nodes via capacitive coupling. An example of capacitance feedthrough effect is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Because of the capacitive coupling, input transition may cause output and internal nodes overshoots or undershoots. Intuitively, the overshoots or undershoots would affect the power dissipation. Therefore, to estimate the power consumption more accurately, capacitance feedthrough effect must be considered too. To capture the effect of internal and coupling capacitances, we use a modified state transition graph called STGPE to model the power consumption behavior of a logic gate. Without loss of generality, we demonstrate a 2-input NAND gate, denoted by NAND2, shown in Fig. 1 as an example. Fig. 3 is the STGPE of NAND2 which depicts the power consumption behavior in Fig. 1. In Fig. 3 the first and second variables of states stand for the state of output and intemal nodes, respectively. For example, state IO represents "output"=l and "int"=O. It is worthy to note that state 01 does not exist because the output discharging path pass through the internal node. So, when output discharge, the internal node between output node and ground node is discharge too.
For each edge in STGPE, we label ( i j k , E:, W; ) to model the power consumption of state transition. ijk is an input pattern which make a state transition from states S ' to Sk. In Fig. 3, the first and second v' ' Except the energy consumption of state transition, the energy consumption due to capacitance feedthrough effect are also embedded in STGPE. For example, in Fig. 3 the input part of edge ey is 01 and make the state transition from states S, to SI. When edge ey i s travelled at time n, there exists two possible inputs 00 and 10 at time n-Z. In other words, there are two kinds of input sequences, (00, 01) and (10, OI), which make e9 active. Although these two input sequences both make state transition from states S2 to S I , however, they have different energy consumption. Thus, if we want to estimate the power dissipation more accurately, then ey can be split into two different edges with different weighting for this two sequences. In this paper, for simplicity, we use only one edge in our model but assigning the average energy consumption of these two sequences as the energy consumption of this edge.
STGPE is easy to be constructed for NAND and NOR gates. If NAND (NOR) gate has m inputs, the STGPE for NAND (NOR) has m+I states. However, the construction becomes more complex for AOI or OAI gate. In this paper, we consider NAND and NOR gates only.
For a logic gate PG,. with m inputs, if we know the energy consumption and activity number of each edge in the corresponding STGPE, we can estimate the energy consumption of PG, as follows: 
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Assume that a combinational network CNl has M logic gates and N sequential input patterns are fed into this network with clock cycle time Tcycle. Then, the average power dissipation of CNZ can be calculated as follows:
Estimation of Edge Activity Number in STGPE
Basically speaking, if we neglect the input temporal correlation, the estimation of edge activity number in STGPE become the problem of finding the state probabilities by solving the exact ChapmanKolmogorov equations [7, 81. However, if the input temporal correlation is considered, the ChapmanKolmogorov equations for one step transition Markov Chains can not completely reflect the information of transition probabilities. In the sequel, we will present two strategies to find the edge activity number by considering first order temporal dependent.
The first one is an exact solution method. For clarity, we simplify the notation of edge activity number of edge ek in Fig. 3 as Ek. For instance, Ef: in e7 is denoted by E7,. For each state S in STGPE, we have e(S).outj signifying the ith edge that fans out from S, and e(S).inj signifying the jth edge that fans out to S. For a fanout edge e(S).outj, its activity number depends not only on the input transition probability but also on the activity number of all e(S).inj. From Fig. 3 , the equations of the edge activity number can be written as: E11 = (Ea) P(11100) + (E2 + Eg+ Elo) P(l1IIO) (20) where for example P(OO111) is the conditional probability of input 00 at time n given that input 11 at time n-1. There are twelve linear equations for 2-input NAND gate. If STGPE has m inputs (m+l states), then there are 2 m X(m+I) linear equations to be solved. Obviously, the complexity of this method is too high and it becomes inefficient when input number is larger than 3. The second method is an approximation method. There are two major steps in this method. The first step is to find the state probabilities in STGPE. Secondly, based on the state probabilities calculated, we could estimate the edge activity number for each edge. From  Fig. 3 , the state probability equations where for example P," (00) can be written a follows:
where P,"(k) is the state probability of state k at time n. P(OO->l I) represents the probability of changing two input signals' level from 00 (time n-I) to 1 I (time n). The other state probability equations are derived similar to Eqn. (21). Given K states, we could obtain K equations out of which any one equation can be derived from the remaining K-1 equations. In addition, the summation of all state probabilities is equal to one. In Eqn. (21), for considering the input temporal correlation, we use n-2 instead of n-1 where n-I is used in Chapman-Kolmogorov equations [7] for temporal independent inputs. Because the inputs are assumed spatially uncorrelated, P(00->11) is equal to PA(()-> l ) P~( 0 -> 1 ) .
According to (4), (5) and the relation Pi = py', the state probabilities equations can be simplified as:
IO
In this approximation method, we assume the state probability of state k at time n is equal to the state probability at time n -2 , i.e. P : ( 1 1 ) = P.r-'(Il) = P s ( l l ) . In fact, experimental results show that this assumption is reasonable. According to the state probabilities calculated, Eqn. (9) to Eqn. (20) can be rewritten as follows: where N is the total input patterns applied and S = Tcyclflsd. There is an interesting property for "2.
In Fig. 3 , no matter where the state stay at, the state will go to state 00 after applying input 11. Similarly, other NAND and NOR gates have the same property too. Based on the property, Eqn. (9)' to (12)' can be written as the simplest forms and Eo, E l , EZ, and E3 can be solved easily. Thus, if STGPE has m inputs, we only deal with the linear equations with 2" variables for m+Z times. Obviously, the complexity has reduced dramatically from 2m X (m+Z) to 2m.
Experimental results
A prototype power estimator, called CBPE, has been implemented in C on a SUN SPARCstation 10. Some benchmarks from the cmlex-91 and MCNC-91 benchmarks are used to evaluate the accuracy and efficiency of CBPE. The statistics of the benchmark examples are tabulated in Table 1 . In our procedure, logic optimization and technology mapping are performed by using misII where the cell library minimdgenlib contains only nand2, nor2, and invl gates.
From Table 1 , we know that cmZ50a has the maximum number of input. In our experiments, the input signal characteristics of cmZ50a which include the signal probabilities and transition densities of each input are generated randomly and listed in Table 2 . For a m inputs benchmark circuit (m121), we take the first m inputs of cmZ50a listed in Table 2 as the input signal characteristics of the given benchmark. According to the given input signal probabilities and transition densities, a random signal generator generates 1000 random patterns with clock cycle time of 50ns. Because of the lack of efficient and accurate algorithm to estimate the transition number of nodes in the general gate delay circuit, we use VERILOG simulation to find the transition activity number at the output of each gate. Both SPICE and VERILOG simulations utilize the same input sequences for the same benchmark, and Ins rise/fall time are assigned to the random input signals for SPICE simulation .
Moreover, for both CBPE and SPICE simulation, we use the same cell-library with the same SPICE parameters. The transistor models used are the level 3 model of 0.8pm SPDM CMOS technology obtained from CIC (Chip Implementation Center).
In Table 3 , we compare the results obtained by using exact SPICE simulation and CBPE. All measured powers are in micro-Watts and CPU time are in seconds. A represents the average power dissipation * by using exact SPICE simulation. B* and C* represent the average power dissipation by using CBPE with zero and variable gate delays, respectively. Obviously, the difference between B* and C* is the power dissipation contributed by hazards. Hazards are generated due to non-zero gate delay and make unwanted Z->O->I and 0->1->0 transitions in logic simulation. In fact, hazard in SPICE simulation may not complete a full charging and discharging of a capacitance. In other words, in SPICE simulation the Z->O->Z transition of static 1-hazard (U ) may not discharge the capacitance to OV and the 0->Z->0 transition of static 0-hazard (A ) may not charge the capacitance to VDD.
However, because we use VERILOG simulation to estimate the transition activity at each nodes in combinational network, any signal transition in CBPE are regarded as a complete ch'arge and discharge. Therefore, power consumption due to hazards are overestimated in C*. We know the power dissipation due to signal transition is proportional to the square of vo~tage[ll, [21. SO, 50-percent off (D") and 75-percent off (E*) of the contribution of hazards are reasonable in CBPE.
The "CBPE CPU time" in Table 3 is the CPU time of C*. In the experimental results, VERILOG simulation take about 90-percent of CPU time in CBPE; however, it still much less than SPICE simulation. In Table 3 , Error-Z, Error-2, and Error-3 are the absolute error of C*, D*, and E* with respected to A*? respectively. It is worthy to note that there has on average only 10-percent errors larger than SPICE simulation for the worst-case c*.
Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we have proposed a power dissipation model considering the charging and disch:uging of internal nodes and capacitance feedthrough effect. Based on this model, we presented a cell-based power estimation method to estimate the power dissipation of CMOS combinational network. The attractive property of this paper is that we not only cornpared the experimental results with exact SPICE simulation but also the result is on average within 10-percent errors.
Several major limitations of our procedure are the extension of STGPE to complex gates, transition density estimation, and the estimation of edge activity number in STGPE. It is easy to construct the STGPEs for multiple inputs NAND and NOR gates, but it become more complex for A01 and OAI gates. In future work, we will extend the construction of STGPE to AOI and OAI gates. Moreover, to reduce the estimation time, an efficient transition density simulator considering variable gate delay needs considerable efforts. 
